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Abstract 

 

Grown-Up Engagement in Theatre for the Very Young 
 

 

Rebecca Drew Ramsey, MFA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

 

Supervisor:  Megan Alrutz 

 

Theatre for the Very Young (TVY), a segment of the much larger field of Theatre 

for Young Audiences (TYA), is an inherently intergenerational experience. Audiences 

younger than five seldom attend theatre without an adult caregiver.  Yet adult audience 

members in TYA and TVY are often positioned as gatekeepers, adversaries blocking 

access to young audience members.  This thesis wonders how theatre-makers in TVY 

might more intentionally consider their adult audience members in order to better engage 

this intergenerational audience. Drawing from the successful intergenerational 

engagement of Pixar’s animated studios, this thesis documents the development of Raise 

the Moon, a new play for the very young that aims to engage adults and young people in 

an equally rich artistic experience.  The findings in this thesis invite theatre makers to 

consider high quality aesthetics, economy of storytelling, and space in their creations for 

multiple interpretations in order to create theatre that engages grown-ups and young 

people together. 
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Chapter One: Introduction and Inspiration 

I am a theatre-maker, artist, and educator. Across each of my spaces of work, life, 

and play, I believe in the power of relationships.  I used to work high-end birthday parties 

for babies, toddlers, and under-eight-year-olds where I would dress up as a princess, 

wizard, fairy, Jedi, spy, superhero, and once Steve from Minecraft, to lead the young 

people at the parties through an imagination adventure.   Using creative drama and 

imaginatively transformed props, the young people and I would solve quests, complete 

trainings, unravel complicated mysteries, brew mystical (and often silly) potions, and 

take journeys through enchanted forests to find a hidden treasure.  

I loved my job. As a teaching artist and advocate for young people, I loved 

imagining and creating with young birthday celebrators and circles of their nearest and 

dearest friends.  But secretly, and this how all of this relates to relationships, I loved 

winning over the parents, grandparents, and neighbors.  I especially loved catching a 

seemingly resistant grown-up and seeing them laugh all of a sudden or join in on our 

dance.  There was a special kind of community formed when we would play a game so 

inviting that the adults with no kids would rush in to play along.  I started to develop a 

theory about the adults; I would pick out the adult I thought looked most resistant, least 

like they wanted to be there, and I would make them my secret, secret mission (aside 

from traveling into the forbidden forest to rescue Yoda, obviously).  I used to jokingly bet 

that I could get that parent/grandparent/neighbor/uncle to hug me. I called it befriending 

the enemy.  And more often than not, it worked. Better than the hug from the grown-up, I 

noticed the joy of the young people, especially the birthday celebrator, when the adults 

were singing, throwing foam balls, and pretending to dance on hot lava.  
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This thesis is a continuation of my game: befriending the enemy.  I am examining 

two entities sometimes seen as adversarial to Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA): adult 

audience members—often viewed as barriers between artists and young audiences, and 

the commercial animated films of Pixar--the seemingly undefeatable competitor of TYA. 

This study springs from a curiosity I have about shifting the adult audience role from 

gatekeeper to ally. I hope that by examining these two ‘enemies’ of TYA, I might 

discover ways to create rich engagement for both the adults and the young people for 

whom I tell stories.  In order to better engage the intergenerational audience in TYA, I 

examine what adult audience members expect, experience, and value in theatre designed 

for young people. Specifically, this study investigates the following research 

questions:  What happens when TYA artists intentionally consider adult caregivers in 

work created for children? What might TYA artists learn about intergenerational 

engagement from Pixar? What do adult audience members expect and value in a theatre 

experience designed for very young people?  What tensions and possibilities arise when 

creating work for very young audiences and adults? 

BACKGROUND AND NOTES ON THE FIELD 

Theatre for the Very Young (TVY) is a segment of Theatre for Young Audiences 

(TYA).  TVY is an emerging field in the United States, but has roots abroad that stretch 

back to the late 1970s.  Early childhood arts scholar, Ben Fletcher-Watson reports, “From 

installations to immersive theatre, from opera to ballet, professional performing arts for 

the youngest audiences now appear at venues around the world” (25).  I make work for 

the very young—babies, crawlers, toddlers, and the grown ups who care for them.  As 

part of my practice, I also see work for the very young as an adult audience member..  
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My research is in conversation with the both the work I have created and the work 

I have witnessed as an audience member. My first experience with Theatre for the Very 

Young (TVY) was through video recordings.  My passion for theatre and experience in 

early childhood education lead me to view YouTube videos of Oily Cart, a UK-based 

theatre company that makes work for very young audiences and audiences with learning 

differences. In videos of Oily Cart’s work, I witnessed theatre that was highly visual with 

spectacle and surprise. I was completely engaged even on the small screen of a laptop 

computer. Seeing this powerful work was a moment that changed the trajectory of my 

career.   I have since witnessed first hand the work of artists at Arts on the Horizon in the 

DC area, who create non-verbal, physical performance for the very young.  At the 

University of Texas at Austin, I have studied and researched the ways we tell stories to 

young people, exploring the process of devising for the very young and how design fits 

into the process of making work for this young audience.  This thesis explores my 

process of developing work and acknowledges the wide and varied field in which my 

work is situated.   

GROWN-UP ENGAGEMENT  

Often in Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA), adults are positioned as 

adversaries.  They are named as gatekeepers who block access to the “real audience” of 

young people.  After working in early childhood education for 8 years and seeing the 

impact that engaged parents can have on their child’s learning, I believe it is 

counterproductive to place parents in an adversarial role.  TYA, and particularly Theatre 

for the Very Young, is designed for young people, and yet audiences also include adult 

caregivers, including parents, teachers, grandparents, aunts, uncles, guardians, and 

friends.  Ben Fletcher-Watson, a scholar of early childhood arts experiences, defines 
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Theatre for the Very Young (TVY) as “theatrical events explicitly designed for audiences 

under 5-years old and their caregivers [...]” (Fletcher-Watson 25). Fletcher-Watson 

includes caregivers as a critical part of the audience. In his article about participation in 

TVY, Fletcher-Watson addresses the complicated power dynamics in theatre made for 

the very young.  Fletcher-Watson cites another Theatre for Young Audiences scholar, 

Manon van de Water, “parents or caregivers select performances, purchase tickets, 

transport children to the theatre, select seats and chaperone participants throughout the 

experience “(van de Water, cited in Fletcher-Watston). After all, the youngest audience 

members may be emerging as walkers, crawlers, or even sitters. They literally need the 

support of their caregivers to see and experience theatre. By default, TVY operates as an 

intergenerational experience.  The adults are a vital part of the audience.  

Many TYA artists claim their work as theatre for families.  In order to make 

theatre for families, TYA artists need to engage the entire family, adults and young 

people together.  Jan Cohen-Cruz, applied theatre scholar, writes about engaged 

performance, arguing “The term ‘engaged’ foregrounds the relationships at the heart of 

making art with such aspirations, and dependence on a genuine exchange between artist 

and community such that one is changed by the other” (Cohen-Cruz 3).  I wonder what 

theatre artists making work for families, artists like me, might learn from the adults who 

care for the tiniest audience members in TVY and what we might share with them in 

exchange.  

To that end, this study addresses what I call Grown-up Engagement in theatre 

created for young people. I define Grown-Up Engagement as intentionally supporting and 

connecting to adult audience members during a performance for young people.  There is 

much research and scholarship on the experience of the child in TVY, yet I find little 
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writing on what happens for adult audience members and how artists consider them as 

part of the audience.   

I embark on this study with careful, critical consideration as well as a bit of 

hesitation.  As a teaching artist and a maker of theatre for young people, I recognize the 

power dynamics at work in adult/child relationships.  As I study how to engage adults in 

theatre created for the very young, I must acknowledge that young people aren’t always 

valued, even in theatre created for them.  Playwright Steven Dietz, in his 2012 

HowlRound blog post wisely reminds TYA artists of how decisions for young audiences 

are so often made by the adults in their lives. Dietz challenges TYA playwrights to 

consider “what percentage of our creative time is spent really (really) thinking about what 

kids want from our plays ... and what percentage is spent thinking about the needs of their 

gatekeepers: parents, teachers, school administrators, the artistic and financial leaders of 

theaters, the publishers and licensors and booking agents” (Dietz).  My intentions in 

engaging adults in theatre for young people are to enhance the experience for the young 

people and the adults, for the entire intergenerational audience.  

I began this study with three beliefs and suspicions about the value of engaging 

grown-ups in theatre designed for young people.  First, I believed in the power of theatre 

as an artistic experience. I hoped the adult audience members in this project would be 

personally touched, moved, and/or entertained.  Young and old people alike deserve 

quality theatre that engages them.  Second, I believed that an engaged audience of adults 

opens up the opportunity for deeper connections with their children, a demonstration of 

the value in shared experience.  I hoped that by connecting and engaging with adults in 

the audience, conversations between generations might emerge.  Finally, I suspected if 
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adults enjoyed seeing theatre with their children, they would come to the theatre more, 

creating new and sustained opportunities for young people to see theatre.   

My suspicions about engaging adults in TYA are supported by the large-scale 

Australian study, TheatreSpace, which investigated young people’s theatre attendance 

and engagement.  In this four-year study, researchers interviewed audience members 

under the age of 30 in order to identify the influences on their theatre 

attendance.  Researchers Michael Anderson, Robyn Ewing, and Jo Fleming found 

families had a profound influence on young people’s theatre attendance and a history of 

theatre attendance in their youth had a positive influence on their family. “In particular, 

respondents’ residual memories of early theatre attendance with a family member or a 

close family friend strongly indicated that theatre played a bonding role within the family 

through the creation of a repository of shared narratives” (Anderson, Ewing, and 

Flemming 62).  Not only was attending theatre with their caregivers important, but the 

adults were engaged enough to extend the experience so that it became a shared memory 

in their family:  
 
The family is a place where a sustained engagement and confidence with the 
theatre can happen. It is a place where children’s cultural capital can and should 
be built. There are opportunities to extend theatre programs to encourage more 
family attendance throughout childhood and adolescence. (Anderson, Ewing, and 
Flemming 72) 

 My thesis project aims to capitalize on this opportunity to engage adults and children 

together in a shared theatre experience.   

PIXAR AS A MODEL FOR INTERGENERATIONAL ENGAGEMENT 

As an adult, artist, and theatre maker, I find meaning and engagement in works 

created for the very young.  TVY offers opportunities for me to make real, personal 
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connections between the story and my life.  When I watch this theatre made for the very 

young, I’ve seen other adults learning forward, gasping with delight.  I imagine that they 

are engaging and, what I interpret as, valuing the performance.  I know what pulls me in, 

but I want to know what draws in other adults.  I found little research on Grown-Up 

Engagement in TVY, so I turned to other forms of performance that engage 

intergenerational audiences.   True to my habit of attempting to befriend enemies, I 

thought of the adversarial relationships many TYA artists feel toward animated films 

made for families.   Theatre artists often wish they could compete with large production 

studios like Disney, Dreamworks, and Pixar.  Admittedly, I feel jealous when I hear 

about families seeing Frozen or Cars several times in the theatre within a single month, 

especially when many theatres struggle to recruit audiences for their performances. 

Certainly there are big differences in budget, access, and delivery that make it possible 

for families to see a film several times; many of these factors are not available in live 

theatre.  As I write this, the theatre for youth closest to my house charges $13 a ticket for 

youth, compared to the closest movie theatre that charges which just under $8 per 

child.  Certainly there are differences that make it impossible to compete with animated 

films, so I wonder why bother competing, why not see what we can learn?  I am studying 

grown-up engagement, looking to more intentionally connect, inspire, and captivate the 

adults in TYA audiences.  I hear my adult friends rave about films made by the Academy 

Award-winning animation company Pixar.  I vividly remember my husband leaning over 

to me during a preview for Pixar’s Brave saying that we needed to borrow someone’s kid 

so we could go see the film.  We ended up seeing the film on our own and had a deep 

philosophical talk about mother/daughter relationships after the film.  Pixar, in my mind, 
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is a master at grown-up engagement.  Film critic, Anthony Lane writes of Pixar’s ability 

to appeal to young and old: 
 
Pixar’s canniest construction work has been to apply fresh cement between the 
generations; a boy whose viewing habits could not be further from his 
grandmother’s, and whose iPod would give her a migraine, will eagerly 
accompany her to “Up,” which is itself about the bonding of young and old. (72) 

When reviewing Pixar films, critics such as Humphrey sometimes echo my husband’s 

suggestion to borrow a kid to accompany you to the theatre (Humphrey 49). When 

viewed through the lens of theatre for young audiences, I wonder if adults (who aren’t 

TYA artists or the significant others of TYA artists) ever attend TYA without a young 

person.  How can theatre artists create work for young people that has adults knocking on 

their neighbor’s door to borrow a toddler?  

Ellen Scott, a scholar in media history and film studies, examined Pixar’s ability 

to connect with an adult audience.  In her article, “Agony and Avoidance: Pixar, 

Deniability, and the Adult Spectator,” Scott proposes of Pixar, “The company has built its 

films neither around timeless fairytales, nor excessive popular cultural references, as have 

other digitally animated brands, but around clusters of signifiers of quality, vividness and 

universal relevancy” (151).  Scott argues the adult appeal of Pixar’s work stems from 

fascination with spectacle, leaning into dark narrative impulses, opening the opportunity 

for multiple interpretations by distancing and abstracting reality, encompassing both epic 

and intimate scale, and catching adult audiences off guard (Scott 150-159).  With an eye 

towards grown-up engagement, I borrowed from Pixar key elements or key tenants in 

order to shape my own theatre for the very young performance piece and this research 

project.  
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My hope is that in examining the works of Pixar and its ability to engage, 

sometimes even enthrall, adult and youth audiences, theatre artists who are making work 

for young people might also find ways to engage deeply with both youth and adult 

audiences.  Since the beginning of my career in TYA, I’ve heard artists recount the 

struggle of putting up new work, complaining that audiences are bigger and easier to 

recruit for staged adaptations of popular books or classic stories.  This trend of adapting 

classic stories or fairy tales remains common in both theatre for young audiences and in 

animated films.  However, Pixar broke through the cycle of adaptations and produces 

their own original stories.  I hope that in studying how Pixar’s animated films engage 

adults, theatre artists making work for young people consider how to move away from 

stage adaptations and create work that adults are excited to see with young people.   

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

In order to study what adults expect, experience, and value in theatre designed for 

young people, I worked with a team of artists to craft a new theatre for the very young 

play with the intention of engaging both youth and adult audience members.  The entire 

experience--plot, language, performance, and design--was shaped to engage this dual 

audience.  I drew from media and film studies research and my own interpretation of 

Pixar’s intergenerational appeal to create artistic goals for grown-up engagement with my 

new play, Raise the Moon.  Specifically, we focused on advice from Emma Scott’s 

research and Pixar storytellers Emma Coats, and Andrew Stanton’s storytelling advice 

about how language and metaphor could help distance and abstract reality, as well as how 

design might create high spectacle that encompasses simultaneously epic and intimate 

scale. 
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The play we created, Raise the Moon, is the story of a girl whose toe is tied to the 

moon and a boy who is charged with pulling in the tide. I first created this story as a solo 

performance for a devising class at the University of Texas at Austin in Spring 2016.   In 

August 2016, I expanded the story to include another character and drafted an outline of 

the plot. We rehearsed during September and October 2016, shaping (and re-shaping) the 

plot and the physical performance. Also in September/October, I designed and 

implemented set, props, lights, costumes, and live Foley sound into the production. I 

invited a musician and an artistic assistant into the process in mid-October, adding live 

cello to the rest of the soundscape. At the end of October 2016, our artistic team shared 

two performances at ZACH Theatre in Austin, TX for semi-public audiences of 10-20 

adults and 2-8 young people. Following each 30 minute performance, audience members 

were asked to participate in a post-show workshop, during which I invited audience 

members of all ages to explore the materials and themes from the show.    

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

For this thesis, I engaged in reflective practitioner research as a tool to develop 

and perform a new play for the very young. As the playwright, director, scenographer, 

and researcher, I kept a reflective journal that informed our process of creating and 

provided a key source of data for this study. Rehearsals were photographed and 

video/audio recorded in order to document our progress. The artistic team included Lina 

(performer), Chad (performer), Dave (musician), Kate (artistic assistant), and myself 

(playwright, scenographer, director, and researcher).  The performances were recorded, 

but due to the dim nature of the lighting, close observation of the audience was not 

possible and data from video-recordings of the show was not included in this study.   
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Following each performance, audience members were invited to participate in 

various stations where they could interact with materials from the show or explore 

themes in the show.  Performers and I conducted interviews in groups of up to 10 

audience members, asking about their experience in the show, as well as what they 

expected and valued about the performance. Our youth audience members were mostly 

pre-verbal, so we did not interview them. However, we did observe and photograph their 

creations at art making stations and their interactions with instruments and props from the 

show.  I transcribed, coded, and analyzed responses from adult and young audience 

members about their experience of the performance, looking for trends in what they 

valued and how they answered specific questions.  Names and identifying information 

were not collected from audience members. All interviews in this document will be 

attributed to the time at which the person was interviewed--in interview group A from the 

first show or group B from the second show.  I also conducted interviews with the 

performers to hear their reflections on the final performance in order to examine their 

experience of working to engage this dual audience of adults and young children.   

OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS 

This thesis documents and explores the process of creating a theatrical 

performance that I intentionally designed to engage grown-ups and intergenerational 

family audiences. Using Pixar’s storytelling strategies as inspiration for engaging grown-

up audiences, I examine both what happens to the artistic process when considering a 

dual audience and how elements of Pixar’s animated films might support the practice of 

making theatre for young people and their grown-ups. Finally, this thesis explores adult 

audience members’ experience of seeing theatre made for young people, examining how 

TYA and TVY artists might better engage this intergenerational audience.   
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In this chapter, I outlined the significance of this research and the value of 

engaging adult audience members in theatre made for young people. In the chapter two, I 

focus on verbal and physical storytelling, specifically examining storytelling elements in 

Pixar films that influence adult engagement.  I document how I transferred these elements 

from animated film to live performance for the very young and their caregivers, 

chronicling my intentions, successes, and challenges.  I then compare my intentions for 

engagement to responses from our adult audience about what grown-ups expected, 

experienced, and valued during Raise the Moon.   

My third chapter is about the impact of visual storytelling, aesthetics, and 

spectacle on adult audience engagement.  I describe how Pixar’s use of spectacle engages 

adult audiences with a sense of transformation and nostalgia, and through telling stories 

of both epic and intimate scale.  In order to identify how Pixar uses spectacle in their 

films, I draw from my own experiences as an adult audience member viewing Pixar’s 

films and from scholars who write about Pixar’s adult appeal.  Next, I document how I 

translated storytelling techniques from digital animation to live performance in the areas 

of scenery, lights, and sound for the theatre, and how my audiences responded to these 

elements.  By coding audience interviews following the performances of Raise the Moon, 

I analyze how elements of the visual design engaged adult audience members in theatre 

made for the very young. I share what I learned about the audience’s responses to 

spectacle in Raise the Moon and how my findings might be useful for other theatre 

makers. 

The conclusion to this thesis offers suggestions for theatre makers about how they 

might consider grown-up engagement in shows created for young people and provides 

some areas of tension and concern that arose in our process.  I suggest areas for further 
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study, interest, and research around what adult audience members value in performances 

made for young people.  I invite TVY and TYA artists to consider and value the adults in 

their audience, to show and share the work that goes into making theatre for this 

intergenerational audiences, and to talk about their research and practice so that our 

audiences will see and appreciate the work behind the magic onstage. 
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Chapter Two: Storytelling and the Intergenerational Audience 

Why must you tell THIS story? What’s the belief burning within you that your story 
 feeds off of? That’s the heart of it. (@lawnrocket “More Story basics #4…”) 

The story of Raise the Moon came to me in a moment of personal trial.  I was 

feeling an extreme pull that might be familiar to those reading this thesis, who I might 

assume are graduate students, teaching artists, professors, scholars, theatre-makers, 

parents, or possibly any and all combinations thereof.  I was feeling that tug between my 

scholarship, my teaching, my art-making, my health, my family, and seemingly 

everything else.  I was thinking a lot about the balance between the obligations in my life 

and my sense of adventure.  I imagined that all of the things I was responsible for were 

tied to my toe, keeping me in place.  I love my work and my art and my life, so those 

obligations would be represented by one beautiful thing that tethered me, something like 

the moon. These tensions provided the spark for what would become Raise the Moon, the 

image, and later the story, of a girl with the moon tied to her toe.  This chapter outlines 

my journey of moving Raise the Moon from an idea in my head to a scripted treatment to 

a realized production. In this chapter, I also analyze and reflect on how I used storytelling 

techniques, tips, and strategies from Pixar’s animated films in order to engage a dual 

audience of adults and young people.  Finally, I analyze and reflect on our adult 

audience's engagement with the storytelling in Raise the Moon.  

The quote that opens this chapter comes from Emma Coats, a former Pixar 

storyboard artist, who in 2011 tweeted a series of tips she called “#storybasics” 

(@lawnrocket).   These bite-sized story recommendations served as one guidepost for my 

scripting and development process for Raise the Moon.  In a blog published after the 

tweets were posted, Coats describes storybasics as, “a mix of things learned from 

directors & coworkers at Pixar, listening to writers & directors talk about their craft, and 
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via trial and error in the making of [her] own films” (Coats). Since their original posting, 

these rules have been retweeted, posted, and shared through social media repeatedly, and, 

somewhere along the way, were hailed by the internet at large as “Pixar’s 22 Rules of 

Storytelling” (Crum; Lamar).  I refer to these 22 Rules as the original author refers to 

them, #storybasics.    

I am interested in how some of Coat's #storybasics and other storytelling advice 

from Pixar’s films, screenwriters, and animators shape the engagement of the 

intergenerational following enjoyed by Pixar. For my thesis, I examine storytelling 

elements in Pixar films that influence adult engagement, drawing on writings from Pixar 

storytellers Emma Coats and Andrew Stanton, from critical responses to Pixar films, and 

from film scholar Ellen Scott’s analysis of Pixar’s adult appeal.  Specifically, I focus in 

on three theories of audience engagement from Pixar and its storytellers: a formula of 

pattern and disruption from Emma Coats, abstraction and space for multiple 

interpretations from Andrew Stanton and Ellen Scott, and economy in storytelling from 

Coats and Stanton.  Each section of this chapter, anchored by a corresponding 

#storybasics and advice from screenwriters and film scholars, describes how multiple 

interpretations, economy in storytelling, and pattern and disruption, show up in Pixar’s 

plots and storytelling.  Next, I detail in each section how I transferred these three 

elements from animated film to live performance for the very young and their caregivers. 

I chronicle my intentions, successes, and challenges in crafting a play for the very young, 

while carefully attending to the adult audience member’s experience.  Finally, in each 

section, I examine audience responses to our team’s efforts to build and include Pixar’s 

elements, namely multiple interpretations, economy in storytelling, and a formula of 

pattern and disruption in storytelling for the very young.  I conclude this chapter with my 
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discoveries about what our adult audience expected, experienced, and valued in coming 

to see Raise the Moon. I also suggest areas for further research and development for 

Raise the Moon. My hope is that my research and development process might prove 

helpful for other artist/makers/storytellers who are interested in fully engaging grown-

ups, as well as our very young audiences, in and through TYA.  

PIXAR PLOTS: BEFRIENDING FORMULA 
Once upon a time there was ___. Every day, ___. One day ___. Because of that, ___. 

Because of that, ___. Until finally ___. (@lawnrocket “More Story basics #4…”) 

This thesis asks what theatre artists might learn from the way Pixar engages 

adults, specifically in an effort to better reach grownup audience members in theatre for 

the very young.  In my research, I examine two entities sometimes seen as adversarial to 

Theatre for Young Audiences: adults and commercial animated films, asking what theatre 

makers might learn from these seeming adversaries.  Moving into this process, I worried 

that I would receive pushback from other theatre-makers about shaping my practice 

around the theory and practice of pre-existing work such as Pixar.  I didn’t want to fall 

into the trap of becoming formulaic. My fears about being formulaic deepened when I 

realized one of the #storybasics that Emma Coats offers from her time at Pixar essentially 

invites storytellers to fill in the blanks:  “#4: Once upon a time there was ___. Every day, 

___. One day ___. Because of that, ___. Because of that, ___. Until finally ___” 

(@lawnrocket “More Story basics #4…”).   I worried that despite Pixar’s success, 

creating my theatre story through this formula would result in a flat, generic story 

structure. 

Pixar is popularly praised for its storytelling, but its writing is not without 

critique. As film scholar and critic Sukhdev Sandhu acknowledges, “Pixar isn’t infallible. 

Sometimes it’s important to remind ourselves that Cars was formula-brand fare. And, 
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truth be told, after its spellbinding first half hour, Wall-E went strictly downhill” 

(Sandhu).  While I disagree with Sandhu’s critique of Wall-E, I support his assertion that 

Cars is not as engaging as other Pixar films.  Cars is the lowest ranked non-sequel Pixar 

film on Rotten Tomatoes, a site which ranks movies “based on the published opinions of 

hundreds of film and television critics-- [their ranking system] represents the percentage 

of professional critic reviews that are positive for a given film or television show” 

(Atchity, “About” and “Pixar Franchise”). Most critics cite Cars as formulaic, drawing 

from other films and genres. Anthony Lane, film and television critic, wryly guesses at 

the development process of Cars in his 2006 review,  “As for the game plan behind 

‘Cars,’ my guess is that it went something like this: take ‘Days of Thunder,’ crash it into 

the rear of ‘My Cousin Vinny,’ set half of it in the landscape of ‘Stagecoach.’’”  Other 

critics, such as Christy Lemire agree.  She quipped in her review of the film, “The makers 

of Doc Hollywood called. They want their movie back. Cars rolls along like an animated, 

automotive version of that 1991 Michael J. Fox gem, from its basic plot points to its feel-

good conclusion” (Lemire 13). As I began my own creative process for Raise the Moon, I 

took the critiques of Cars as a cautionary tale.   

At first, I was hyper-conscious of not falling into the trap of being 

formulaic.  Critic’s distaste for formula is not isolated to films. I hear theatre artists 

describe shows or productions of which they are not fond as ‘formulaic.’ Artists often use 

the term to mean derivative, predictable, or boring.  But this thesis is about pushing 

boundaries. My practice is about taking concepts and ideas that may be viewed as 

adversarial and considering them as allies in order to better engage my audience and 

enrich my practice. So, I wondered if formulas might be another “enemy” for TYA artists 

to befriend.  A formula, by definition, is “a mathematical relationship or rule expressed in 
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symbols” (Oxford). For me, a story is also about relationships expressed through different 

symbols, characters, and metaphor. 

Gerald Graff and Cathy Birkenstein, in their book They Say, I Say: The Moves 

that Matter in Academic Writing offer a series of templates for positioning an argument. 

As a visual storyteller and someone more comfortable with drawing a picture of an idea 

than writing about that idea, I have relied upon their templates for setting up my 

arguments in this thesis and most of my academic writing. When Graff and Birkenstein 

receive critique from students about using templates or formulas for writing, they respond 

with the following: “As for the belief that pre-established forms undermine creativity, we 

think it rests on a very limited vision of what creativity is all about”(Graff and 

Birkenstein 11).   Graff and Birkenstein remind us that many artists rely on rules, form, 

and structure. Rather than shy away from formulas and templates, they advise, “creativity 

and originality lie not in the avoidance of established forms but in the imaginative use of 

them” (Graff and Birkenstein 11).  

The #storybasics  tweet that begins this chapter offers a formula, “#4: Once upon 

a time there was ___. Every day, ___. One day ___. Because of that, ___. Because of 

that, ___. Until finally ___” (@lawnrocket “More Story basics #4…”). Essentially, this 

formula names a relationship of pattern and disruption, asking storytellers to establish a 

routine, a rhythm, or ritual for their characters to then disrupt that rhythm again and again 

in order to reach a new place of change or transformation in a story. Here is an example 

of how this formula functions in Pixar’s Wall-E: Once upon a time, there was a 

robot.  Everyday, he smashed unruly trash into neat bricks and stacked them, saving 

interesting items to take back to his house. One day he found a plant and another robot 

arrived who wanted the plant. Because of that, he ended up in space chasing the other 
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robot/the plant. Because of that, the robots and the plant woke a spaceship full of sloth-

like people from a trance.  Until finally, the robots and the former sloth-like people 

repopulate Earth.  In this film, the rhythm or ritual begins with Wall-E’s systematic 

collection of garbage and interesting items. The ritual is disrupted by the arrival of Eve, 

the other robot. 

In writing Raise the Moon, I aimed to fit the plot within the #storybasics 

formula.  I began with: ‘Once there was a Girl who was tied to the Moon,’ but I was 

missing the Girl’s ritual.  What was the Everyday... that was interrupted?  To use Coat’s 

formula, I knew that I needed to establish a ritual or rhythm for the Girl with the moon 

tied to her toe.  Through writing, revising and experimentation in the rehearsal room, the 

#storybasics formula for Raise the Moon became: 
 
Once upon a time, there was a Girl who was tied to the moon and a Boy who 
pulled in the tide.  Everyday, the Girl raised the moon so she could dance in the 
stars and the Boy lowered the tide.  When she lowered the moon, he raised the 
tide so he could swim in the sea. One day, the Girl broke the rules. She raised the 
moon when the tide was high so that she could swim in the sea.  Because of that, 
she caused a storm that trapped the Boy in a whirlpool. She had to hold onto the 
moon to save him from drowning.  Because of that, he would no longer play with 
her.  Because of that, the Boy and the Girl were lonely.  Until finally, the Boy 
swam to her and they switched places.  She swam in the sea and he danced in the 
stars.  They switched back and forth for the rest of time (Ramsey).  

In staging this story, taking it from the page and moving it into the bodies of our 

performers and the world of the play, I thought a lot about the differences between 

animated film and live performance.  Our storytelling frame, the plot formula, needed to 

be activated and embodied, told verbally and physically in a way that engaged both adults 

and young people.  We developed the physical storytelling by using the ritual and 

disruption explicit in the formula offered by Emma Coats.  
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I focused on the ritual and interruption in the #storybasics formula from her tweet, 

“#4: Once upon a time there was ___. Every day, ___. One day ___. Because of that, ___. 

Because of that, ___. Until finally ___” (@lawnrocket “More Story basics #4…”).  In 

this formula, something happens every day to our character, something that is interrupted 

one day.  This interruption of ritual or expectations made me think of a game or a well-

told joke.  Pixar screenwriter Andrew Stanton compares storytelling to comedy, claiming: 
 

Storytelling is joke telling. It's knowing your punch line, your ending, knowing 
that everything you're saying, from the first sentence to the last, is leading to a 
singular goal, and ideally confirming some truth that deepens our understandings 
of who we are as human beings” (Stanton 00:01:18).    

A joke, like the formula that Emma Coats proposes, requires surprise and interruption of 

routine.   A joke builds to the final punch line in the way that the #storybasics formula 

builds to the Until finally… ending.  

To apply ritual and disruption of expectations to storytelling and live 

performance, I made a link between joke telling and game playing.  Theatre as game is 

not a new concept.  In improvisational theatre, you often hear performers side coach one 

another to “find the game” in the scene.  They’re asking about the hidden rules and the 

secret objectives these characters are pursuing. In his book, Why is that so Funny?: A 

Practical Exploration of Physical Comedy, John Wright celebrates the power of games in 

performance and performance-making. He argues, “Games contain all the raw ingredients 

we need for generating material [...].  Games work because they give us 

restrictions.  Rules, if you like.  Not rules to live by, just rules to make things happen” 

(Wright 80). As we rehearsed and developed Raise the Moon, we experimented with 

different rules and how they influenced the formula for our story.  As a mathematician 

might substitute variables, we substituted and tested rules in order to fit our story within 
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the #storybasics formula.  The following subsections describe how we used game, ritual, 

and disruption to stage the plot and physical storytelling in Raise the Moon to fill in the 

blanks in the #storybasics formula. 

Every Day…  

We began our devising process with one rule, a simple either/or: when the moon 

is high, the tide is low. In rehearsal, the performers experimented with who initiated the 

up and down of the moon and the tide, and with what frequency the up/down motion was 

used.  In early rehearsals and versions of the script, we established that the Girl always 

initiated the movement and it was the Boy’s job to follow her lead.  This rule established 

a clear power relationship; the moon and the Girl were in charge.  Once we had the props 

and scenery for the actors to move, a natural comedy emerged from this rule.  The heavy, 

copper hoop that I designed for the tide was much harder to move than the paper lantern 

used for the moon.  Lina, performing as the Girl, could raise and lower the moon with 

ease, while Chad, as the Boy, had to take more time with the tide because of the weight 

and size of this piece of scenery. It was amusing to watch him struggle to keep up with 

her. The difference in the way they moved and played communicated clear information 

about their characters and their relationship.  The Girl became fluctuating, impulsive, and 

sprightly, while the Boy seemed steady and unchanging.  This contrast in the way they 

played the game, raising and lowering the moon and the tide, communicated character 

traits primarily through physical actions.  

Until One Day… 

 With the routine established, I layered in disruptions, breaking the rules to cause 

conflict.  From our story formula, I knew that the Girl would raise the moon while the 
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tide was high, causing a storm. The Boy would be caught in a whirlpool, swirling 

dangerously around the space, thrown round and round by the swirling waters.  In staging 

this section, I also considered disruption in how we used the space.  The up/down 

exchange of the moon and tide was linear with the Boy on one side and the Girl on the 

other.  They were placed in opposition, moving toward one another as each was raised 

and lowered (see Figure 1), almost like a see-saw moving up and down. The storm 

disrupted the linear pattern of movement by creating a spiral. Chad moved in a circle 

around the water, rapidly turning and reaching for help.  

 

 

Figure 1: Layout of Scenery 

Because of That… 

To save the Boy, who is swirling in the storm waters, the Girl breaks a rule in our 

‘game’ that we didn’t intentionally set, but one that rather emerged organically from our 
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staging process. To save him, she has to grab him. This moment became the first (and 

only) physical contact between the two performers in the play. She rescues him by 

holding onto the string attaching her to moon and pulls him to safety, grabbing him and 

pulling him onto her shore.   This moment is another disruption of the established rhythm 

and pattern.  The storm is rough and rapid, but as soon as the girl moves to the boy, she 

inadvertently lowers the moon, shifting the sea back to its quiet rolling waves, creating 

contrast between the rapid movement of the water during the storm and this still moment 

of tension between the two characters. The Boy breaks the tension when, afraid and 

frustrated, he swims back to his side of the world. 

Because of That… 

After the Boy returns to his shore, they resume the everyday up and down of the 

moon and tide, but with a sense of distrust for one another.  Distrusting the Girl, the Boy 

now initiates the lowering of the tide and the raising of the moon.  Breaking the rule of 

initiation that was set up at the start of the play suggested that the power dynamic 

between the Boy and the Girl had shifted.  

Until Finally… 

 With the shift in power dynamics, the Boy is able to change the rules.  He swims 

to the Girl, jumping onto her shore and offering to switch roles in the world. He decides 

to hold the moon, so she can swim in the sea. With joy and abandon, she swims for the 

first time, splashing and moving free of the moon’s tether.  To return the favor, she jumps 

onto his shore, and with strength and confidence, lowers the tide.   The Boy panics at 

first, knowing what will happen.  The Boy raises the moon for the first time and 

experiences the joy of dancing in the stars. He mimics her graceful movements and plays 
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with the up and down physics of the moon.  The Boy is accustomed to using his arm to 

raise and lower the tide, but here his arms are free and his toe is tied to the moon.  He 

lowers the moon as she raises the tide.  She swims back to him, reattaching the moon to 

her toe. Movement, freedom, exchange become the new game--not a game of up and 

down, but of back and forth.  It’s a game where the Boy and the Girl could play both 

roles.  

This ending sequence seemed to have an effect on our audience.  When asked 

what engaged them about the performance, many adult audience members noted that they 

found the characters switching roles particularly pleasing or engaging. Audience 

members noted that they enjoyed watching the characters discover each other’s task, 

“There was something I got from the switching of roles, like a compromise, the yearning 

and longing of something they don’t have.  There was something about the power that 

shifted” (Audience Interview A).  Audience members didn’t always have an answer 

about what the trading of the moon and tide/sea meant, but it left them curious. Others 

made meaning of the action of switching roles and places in a way that closely matched 

our intended theme:  
 
I really enjoyed the moment where she just decided to let go of the rules and just 
do something for herself.  Just that idea that there’s some things that [we] always 
really want to do and we can’t and we all do things despite the consequences, so I 
really liked that moment. (Audience Interview B) 

I suspect that our audience connected to the switching of characters because it offered a 

chance to see the characters doing something that challenged them; it offered a disruption 

of routine and the audience was able to see them try something new. Unknowingly, I had 

accomplished another one of the #storybasics from Emma Coats, “What is your character 

good at, comfortable with? Throw the polar opposite at them. Challenge them. How do 
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they deal?” (@lawnrocket “Story Basics #6…”).  The repetitive opening sequence of 

Raise the Moon, followed by a switch in the character’s expected location and action, 

allowed for a release or relief.  Audience members noted that they enjoyed watching the 

characters discover the other’s task:  
I was thinking a lot about words like change, reciprocity, give and take, the 
simple language of it and how that metaphor both literally and figuratively was 
happening throughout in different ways. The kind of pleasing moment of realizing 
that [the Boy] could come into [the Girl’s] world and the discovery and the 
exchange of  [both of them] doing those same sets of moments but in [their own] 
body and space. (Audience Interview B) 

Audience members also made meaning from the difference in their physicality when they 

switched.  One mother, there with her 9 month old son, noted how the Boy struggled with 

the right amount of force needed to raise the moon: 
 
[…]he was also showing so much strength and power in pulling up the tide, the 
grunting, so [when they switched] he was a strong man trying to be gentle.  That’s 
something you have to learn. And watching kids, that’s something kids have to 
learn, to understand gentle touch, so it’s very relatable.” (Audience Interview B)  

Another audience member summed it up,  “Responsibility was the word that I felt. We 

have our responsibilities, but it’s also important to understand and respect other people’s 

and try other things, too” (Audience Interview B). By putting these characters in 

unfamiliar situations and disrupting the routines of our game and formula, the audience 

was able to see more depth of character and dig into the story more deeply.   

ABSTRACTION AND MULTIPLE INTERPRETATIONS 

What’s the essence of your story? Most economical telling of it? If you know that, you 
can build out from there. (@lawnrocket “"#storybasics 22…”) 

 
The first time I watched Wall-E, I was caught off guard by my strong personal 

engagement and the desire to make meaning out of my questions and curiosities.  I 

rewatched Wall-E a lot while researching this thesis; I wish I had kept a tally in my 
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reflective journal. Even after roughly six viewings in as many months (not to mention the 

isolated viewings of just the introduction or other select moments), I still have so many 

questions.  I wonder most about the other Wall-E-esque robots abandoned on the desolate 

planet. What happened to them? Was all that trash just too much for them? Why is Wall-

E still working when other robots like him are broken? What makes Wall-E 

different?  Why does he persist?  Beyond my questions about plot and the world of the 

play, I ask myself questions about love, purpose, and resiliency. Where in my life do I 

persist when others do not?  I’m surprised by the strong connection this film, which was 

created for a young audiences, has to my adult life.   

Film scholar Ellen Scott attributes my ability to process the meaning of this story 

to a distance from the film, which she pulls from Bertolt Brecht’s theories of alienation 

and distance, “This spectatorial distance, ‘making strange,’ as Brecht would have it, 

allows the parental viewer to process these narratives as an ‘other,’ ’unintended’  

audience and thus relieves them of the burden of fullfrontal (sic) spectatorship” (Brecht 

93, qtd. in Scott 152).  My viewing of Wall-E happens at a distance--I know this film is 

not intended for me, so I can watch it from a step backward, allowing me to think more 

broadly about the themes and my own curiosity and meaning-making.    

Mystery and distance within Raise the Moon, I hoped, would create room for 

multiple interpretations for adult audience members. I suspected that giving adult 

audience members space to make their own meaning might strengthen their engagement 

in this play made for the very young.   In the TheatreSpace study, examining young 
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people’s theatre attendance, researchers found that family attendance in childhood 

correlated with attendance later in life, but not just going to theatre, also talking about it 

with their families.  Researchers found young people’s: 

experiences suggested that memories were formed and bonds were strengthened 
through shared reflection and discussion. As we will see, it was often the small 
intimate moments between child, parent, and siblings that respondents recalled in 
their discussions about theatre. (Anderson, Ewing, and Flemming 63) 
 

By intentionally weaving in abstraction and opening up space for questions and 

interpretations, in the way Wall-E left space for my adult brain to engage and question, I 

wondered how TYA and TVY storytellers can create spaces for adults to unravel the 

mysteries a performance and ultimately connect their own lives to the story.  

Stanton compares a love of mystery and interpretation in stories to a love of 

babies, “There's a reason that we're all attracted to an infant or a puppy. It's not just that 

they're damn cute; it's because they can't completely express what they're thinking and 

what their intentions are. And it's like a magnet. We can't stop ourselves from wanting to 

complete the sentence and fill it in” (Stanton 00:07:00). Film scholar Ellen Scott links 

this space for audiences to complete a story to the concept of abstraction.  She proposes 

“abstraction from reality, combined with intense visual detail, opens the texts up to 

multiple readings” which engages the adult audience member (Scott 152). In my next 

chapter I will address intense visual detail, but here I will describe how I focused in on 

abstraction and space for multiple interpretations as I scripted the story of Raise the 

Moon. 
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 My definition of abstraction is rooted in my design and visual art background.  In 

visual art, the term abstract is often viewed in opposition to representative or 

representational work. Representational means that something looks like the thing it is 

trying to look like, so a representational painting of a cat is very like what we see when 

we look at an actual cat.  Abstract, on the other hand, refers to a freedom from the need to 

look like the thing, the abstract rendering is related by shape, line, color, etcetera but 

those elements have been manipulated or changed.  The thing (theatre, painting, 

sculpture) may not be directly recognizable as that actual thing we know in real life. So, 

an abstract painting of a cat may have a tail, claws, or even a shape that is vaguely cat-

like but may not look like a cat to every viewer. So, if I understand abstract art in 

opposition to representational art, what is the equivalent opposition in abstract 

storytelling?  What is representational storytelling?   If I’m telling you a representational 

story, then everything in my story is the thing that I say that it is.  If there is a cat, it is 

recognizable as a cat with all the qualities and abilities that we know about cats. 

Abstraction in storytelling is intentionally changing, manipulating, or omitting elements 

of the story and highlighting other elements in order to encourage the audience to draw 

their own conclusions about the story, its events, and themes. Abstraction is changing 

elements to be less like they are in reality, making them unfamiliar, in order to leave 

room for the audience to consider those elements and the story in a new way.  

I examined where screenwriters in Wall-E abstracted the story, manipulating or 

omitting elements to build mystery, create distance from recognizable/relatable objects, 
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and leave space of open interpretation.  From the very concept, the characters in Wall-E 

are abstracted. The main characters are robots.  These robots are human-like, but not 

human characters. Abstraction is achieved because the characters are removed from the 

viewer, allowing space for the audience to make their own meaning. Scott explains, 

“Pixar’s adult pleasures are activated by avoidance—a digitized circumlocution of the 

‘real’ through animation and a focus on objects rather than people” (152). Because Wall-

E and the other main characters are not human, audiences are able to distance themselves 

and layer their own understanding on the narrative.  

 Another way of opening up space for interpretation comes from the almost 

wordless way the characters interact.  Wall-E and Eve have a very limited 

vocabulary.  They communicate in beeps and boops, speaking each other’s names and a 

few words tied to their occupations.  In one of the most powerful scenes, Eve realizes the 

care that Wall-E gave her when she was shut down.  The audience sees what she sees and 

senses her reaction to it, but since she is a robot and her ‘face’ is not expressive in the 

way that human faces are nor does she deliver a long soliloquy explaining her realization, 

the audience fills in her response with their understanding.  The interpretation is open to 

the audience.   

In writing and staging Raise the Moon, I struggled with how to apply Pixar’s use 

of abstraction to our project.  Our play was about two people.  Without animation, I could 

do little to abstract the form of our performers.  Theatre is live, the performers would 

always be people.  I suppose with another concept, TVY or TYA storytellers might 
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consider how using objects, puppets, and transformation of everyday items could be an 

engaging form of abstraction for adult audience members. We attempted to create 

abstraction through simplicity of language.  Much of theatre for the very young is 

wordless, performed physically. Emma Coats suggests in her #storybasics to find the 

“most economical” telling of story.  I took this as a challenge to tell our story with the 

fewest words possible, abstracting the language by making it visual and narrative rather 

than verbal dialogue.  Andrew Stanton admires this method of storytelling:  

Storytelling without dialogue. It's the purest form of cinematic storytelling. It's the 
most inclusive approach you can take. It confirmed something I really had a 
hunch on, is that the audience actually wants to work for their meal. They just 
don't want to know that they're doing that. That's your job as a storyteller, is to 
hide the fact that you're making them work for their meal. We're born problem 
solvers. We're compelled to deduce and to deduct, because that's what we do in 
real life. It's this well-organized absence of information that draws us in. (Stanton 
00:06:22) 
 

When writing dialogue for Raise the Moon, we worked to tell the story economically and 

to leave space for audiences to make their own meaning. As I wrote the script for Raise 

the Moon, I decided that the dialogue would be all poetic narration in past tense. The 

vocabulary of the play was visual, highlighted by choice phrases explaining the rules of 

the world:  

• Once there was a Girl who was tied to the Moon. 

• Once there was a Boy who pulled in the Tide. 

• When the Moon was High, the Tide was Low. 

• When the Moon was Low, the Tide was High.  
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• The Boy knew and the Girl knew too, that if the Moon was High and the 

Tide was High too, the Stars and the Sea would raise a Storm. 

• Raise the Moon. 
 

I was surprised that several adult members mentioned that the sparse dialogue was an 

engaging for grown-ups and for the young audience. One audience member, when asked 

what was engaging about the performance, answered, “The language, as an adult.  The 

use of language as an adult did engage me.  The slim words, the subtext behind it, the 

interest. I found the language to be engaging to me as an adult” (Audience Interview A). 

Another audience member in that focus group concurred, “I would agree with that as 

well” (Audience Interview A). It wasn’t just adults who connected with the language.  An 

audience member attending with her young son mentioned, “And also the way the 

dialogue was spaced, you took it just to the point where you were going to lose someone 

tiny’s attention, but as soon as they speak [...], that attention is drawn back in” (Audience 

Interview B).  I hadn’t anticipated the dialogue to be a draw for the young members of 

our audience.  I added dialogue as a means of creating distance and abstraction for the 

adult audience members, but it’s interesting to note that, according to a parent in the 

audience, at least one young audience member was drawn in by the language.   

 Another surprise in the response to Raise the Moon’s language came from an 

adult male audience member attending the show by himself.  As I watched him arrive, I 

worried that without a young person, the environment or the style of storytelling might 

alienate him.  For most of the focus group, he sat in the back listening.  He only answered 
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one question and I was surprised by his answer to what he valued about the performance: 

“Being forced to think.  It wasn’t very wordy and it was a lot of the same messages, but 

each time, the suspense was building and I was being forced to think through it and I felt 

like the kids were going, what is she doing?  What are they doing?  And that was pretty 

cool,” (Audience Interview A).  His response resonates with one of Andrew Stanton’s 

principles of storytelling:  

[...] the unifying theory of two plus two. Make the audience put things together. 
Don't give them four, give them two plus two. The elements you provide and the 
order you place them in is crucial to whether you succeed or fail at engaging the 
audience. Editors and screenwriters have known this all along. It's the invisible 
application that holds our attention to story. (Stanton 00:07:13). 
 

This ‘invisible application’ or dare I say, formula, of giving our audience the sparse 

poetic language and not spelling out the meaning seemed to engage our audience. They 

were eager to think about the meaning behind the simple language in the play. Reflecting 

on the storytelling, an audience member made this discovery while talking through what 

he valued in the performance: 

The simplicity in the words that were spoken and it really [...] gives you a 
moment to take the actions of each of the two actors and really watch what 
they’re doing.  You kind of stop listening, because you know what they’re going 
to say, and you realize someone is tied to a moon. [You think about] how can I tie 
that into my life? Feeling like you’re tied to something, feeling like you have a 
job that you have to do all the time and like the partnership between the two of 
them, kind of saying, ‘Hey, I’m going to give you a chance to do what I do.  So 
you can experience what I experience.’ It was easier to understand where there 
wasn’t so much verbal language. (Audience Interview A) 
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Leaving space for our audience to make their own meaning of the performance offered an 

opportunity for them to reflect on their own experience, to consider the story as more 

than a play on stage, but also as a message about their own life. 

CONCLUSION: BALANCING ABSTRACTION AND CLARITY 
 

What are the stakes? Give us reason to root for the character. What happens if they don’t 
succeed? Stack the odds against. (@lawnrocket "Story basics #16…”) 

 

Interviewing audience members immediately following the performance gave us 

an opportunity to discover moments of success, as well as areas for growth and 

development.  I conclude this chapter with my greatest area of growth as I continue to 

develop Raise the Moon. I wondered if the audience would connect with the adult themes 

our team saw in the story: work-life balance, feelings of obligation, and the things that tie 

us down. After seeing the show, we asked small groups of audience members, “What was 

this show about?” The answers were diverse and multifaceted, and I recall that I was 

surprised that no one mentioned work/life balance in answering this question (though 

they did touch on this concept when answering other questions).  One audience member 

summed up the range of answers to what our play was about suggesting, “everyone that 

leaves will probably have a different interpretation of what they got out of the play” 

(Audience Interview B).  Themes and interpretations mentioned by the audience included 

friendship, nature, and star-crossed lovers (Audience Interview A and B). One audience 

member, sneaking out the door mentioned to me that throughout, “I kept thinking of the 

‘they go low, we go high’.  I couldn’t help it” (Audience Interview A).  She was 

referencing the political phrase coined by Michelle Obama at the 2016 Democratic 

National Convention.  This audience member saw politics, a predominantly adult topic, 
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in a show designed for babies and toddlers.  This range of responses might indicate that 

we left space in the story for multiple interpretations, which Ellen Scott cites as one of 

the ways adult audience members engage with Pixar.  She suggests that “abstraction from 

reality, combined with intense visual detail, opens the texts up to multiple readings—and 

reading strategies [...]” (Scott 152). She argues that this ability to have one plot running 

on the surface, but at the same time beneath the surface address “wholly adult” fears and 

experiences adds to Pixar’s “value as cinema” (Scott 150).    

However, while we succeeded in our goal of offering space for multiple 

interpretations, we may have left too much room for interpretation. From audience 

responses, I learned a lot about how much is too much mystery and space for 

interpretation.  In our efforts to be economical, we did not provide the clarity in our 

storytelling that several adult audience members desired.  One summed up his experience 

with our storytelling as:  
 
I was thinking a lot about narrative because the Theatre for Very Young that I 
have seen doesn’t have a lot of narrative but I was craving a little more of what’s 
the problem. I had a little bit of a sense of it, but I wanted that to be clearer for 
me.  What are they trying to solve?  If something was wrong, I wasn’t able to 
figure that out, that’s when I got a little bit lost. I was just watching the movement 
and wondered what was the problem? (Audience Interview B) 

Other audience members agreed, “There was a yearning, but I’m not quite sure what it 

was. Clearly [the Girl] wanted something, but I wasn’t quite sure what it was” (Audience 

Interview B).  If I’m being honest, which I hope that I am, listening to these comments as 

I transcribed them was tough.  We had spent so much time working to tell this story and 

to be intentional about making space for mystery.  I was frustrated that achieving mystery 

(which I thought would engage adults) was off-putting for some audience members. And 

yet, I am a reflective practitioner and love to problem solve.  I returned to our process and 
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looked at where we could have added clarity without sacrificing abstraction or space for 

multiple interpretations.   

I returned to our story formula and compared it to the story formulas I named out 

for Pixar films.  In analyzing and looking at Wall-E, I made a discovery.  Here’s the 

initial Wall-E story formula that I mapped out:  

• Once upon a time, there was a robot.   

• Everyday, he smashed unruly trash into neat bricks and stacked them, saving 

interesting items to take back to his house.  

• One day he found a plant and another robot arrived who wanted the plant.  

• Because of that, he ended up in space chasing the other robot/the plant.   

• Because of that, the robots and the plant woke a spaceship full of sloth-like people 

from a trance.   

• Until finally the robots and the former sloth-like people repopulate Earth.   

In reading this story frame and comparing it to our story frame, I realized what we were 

missing what I call layers.  Wall-E’s story fits inside this story frame, but it doesn’t only 

fit inside the frame of the story. The story includes more than just the disruption of 

garbage collection.  Wall-E is lonely.  He watches and re-watches romance scenes from 

the movie musical Hello Dolly; he longs to hold hands with someone. Where does his 

deep desire fit into the formula? What I discovered in the exercise of breaking down 

these stories is that they exist within this formula, but they also can’t be contained solely 

within the formula. This formula is a starting point, but you need more to tell a good 

story.   

 In shaping Raise the Moon, I was too concerned with making friends with formula 

and leaving space for mystery, and I neglected to give our characters depth.  Andrew 
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Stanton suggests that a character should have “an inner motor, a dominant, unconscious 

goal that they're striving for, an itch that they can't scratch” (00:07:55). In telling our 

story, I knew the Girl wanted adventure; she wanted freedom and was conflicted in her 

responsibilities between her job and her freedom. But I never told the audience that.  We 

tried to say it physically, but since we used such simple, poetic language that never 

mentioned the Girl’s hidden desires, not all the audience members were able to latch onto 

her inner desire.  One audience member was able to articulate clearly the disconnect 

between the language and the action/desires, “It feels like, just in relation to the dilemma 

of the up and down, that the words were telling us when the tide was up the moon was 

down and that relationship seems pivotal, but the need to play with the moon was 

different from what we were hearing aurally” (Audience Interview B).  The motivation 

was so clear to me because it was my story, but using such limited language and never 

mentioning the characters’ motivations confused out audience at times. 

 As I move forward in revising Raise the Moon, I plan to put more time and 

attention toward communicating the Girl’s desire to be free.  I will complicate the story 

formula, adding in dialogue about the Girl’s inner desires.  As I write this document, I am 

also revising the script.  I expect it to develop and change, but have currently added 

poetic language to describe why the Girl and the Boy raise the moon and the tide.  My 

latest draft of our simple, poetic language reads: 

• Once there was a Girl who was tied to the Moon. 

• She raised the Moon and danced in the stars. 

• Raise, raise the Moon. 

• Once there was a Boy who pulled in the Tide. 

• Heave-ho the Tide. 
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• He raised the Tide and swam in the Sea.  

• The Girl and the Boy / the moon and tide 

• When the Moon was High, the Tide was Low. 

• She danced in the stars. 

• When the Moon was Low, the Tide was High.  

• He swam in the sea. 

• The girl and the boy / the sea and the stars 

• She loved the stars but longed for the sea. 

• The Boy knew and the Girl knew too, that if the Moon was High and the Tide was 

High too, the Stars and the Sea would Raise a Storm. 

• The Girl longed to swim, the boy feared the storm. 

Raise the Moon. 

 

I hope that by adding more detail we will more clearly connect the inner motivations of 

our characters to the actions of the play.  By clarifying these motivations, I hope that our 

audience of adults and young people might care more about the characters, which I 

suspect will increase engagement in our story.  

 With these edits, I hope to achieve Pixar screenwriter Andrew Stanton’s “greatest 

story commandment,” which he argues is "Make me care — please, emotionally, 

intellectually, aesthetically, just make me care” (Stanton 00:02:05). The story of Raise 

the Moon stems from a deep personal place of caring for me.  As I edit and revise, adding 

details and specificity alongside the abstraction, I hope to create a story that others 

connect to and care about as much as I do. 
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Chapter Three: Spectacle and the Adult Audience 

As a lifelong doodler, graphic artist, and theatre designer, I have an inclination 

toward visual storytelling.  My notebooks contain more squiggles than words, I draw 

with my hands as I tell stories, and I spend more time than I should selecting fonts for 

emails and invitations.  My husband and colleagues describe me as “fussy” about the way 

things look.  As an adult audience member (who also happens to be fussy about the way 

things look), I notice and value the small visual details in the theatre and movies I see. 

Perhaps that is why I was so drawn to Pixar as a guide and inspiration for this project- 

because of their attention to, bordering on obsession with, detail.   

Ellen Scott writes, “Pixar films fascinate with spectacle” (150). When I think of 

spectacle in Pixar, I think of Up and the flight of a house, lifted by thousands of 

balloons.  This iconic sequence in the film begins with a shadow moving over the two 

nurses sent to take the main character away. The nurses turn to see a dark bag rising 

above the house.  The bag bursts open to reveal thousands of brightly colored 

balloons.  The sun shining through the balloons creates an almost carnival effect as the 

colorful reflections pass over the stunned nurses’ faces.  The house moans and creaks, 

pipes burst, and it lifts into the air-- overturning the nurses’ van.  I remember being in the 

theatre and gasping at the beauty of this animated sequence, the wonder created by the 

multi-colored shadow of house and balloons as they floated through the city and 

beyond.  I was 25 years old when I saw Up for the first time.  As an adult audience 

member, I was hooked--completely engaged by the spectacle of it. 

In this chapter, I aim to identify elements of spectacle in Pixar’s films, describe 

how I used theatre design (set, props, lights, costumes, music, and sound) in an attempt to 

create high spectacle, and to examine how creating this spectacle-rich production 
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impacted audience engagement.  As discussed in the previous chapter, I’m curious about 

what TVY artists might learn about intergenerational engagement from Pixar and what 

adult audience members expect and value in a theatre experience designed for very young 

people in storytelling and in visual spectacle.  In order to identify how Pixar uses 

spectacle in their films, I draw from my own experiences as an adult audience member 

viewing Pixar’s films and from scholars who write about Pixar’s adult appeal.  Next, I 

document how I translated these techniques from digital animation to live performance in 

the areas of scenery, lights, and sound, and how the audience responded to these elements 

from audience interviews.  By coding audience interviews, I analyze how elements of the 

visual design engaged adult audience members in theatre made for the very young.  In the 

final section of this chapter, I share what I learned about the audience’s responses to 

spectacle in Raise the Moon and how my findings might be useful for other theatre 

makers.  

PIXAR’S SPECTACLE: IMPOSSIBLE SCALE 

There is so much that might be mined from the appeal of Pixar’s visual 

storytelling in order to engage adult audiences in theatre for young people. Pixar was the 

first studio to produce a full length, digitally animated film in 1995 with Toy Story 

(Montgomery 7). Colleen Montgomery, a Media Studies scholar who specializes in 

Pixar’s films writes about Pixar’s digital visual storytelling, she claims their aesthetic 

“has played a central role in redefining and repositioning animation within contemporary 

filmmaking and viewing practices” (8).  Film scholar Ellen Scott describes Pixar’s 

aesthetic as rich and detailed with “almost surreal optical clarity and brightness” (150). 

The adults who review Pixar films often cite their feats of visual world creation.  The 

New York Times praised Finding Nemo, “High on the movie's list of accomplishments is 
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its creation of an undersea wonderland whose opalescent colors and shifting light reflect 

the enchanted aura of dreamy aquatic photography” (Holden).     

Many adult friends and colleagues audibly gasp when I explain to them that I am 

researching Pixar for my thesis, eager to share their favorite moments and deep 

connections.  In discussing Pixar, a word I hear a lot from colleagues and friends is 

“breathtaking.”   I believe that Pixar’s use of spectacle to take the breath away from its 

audience members lies in the ability to create a complete and encompassing world, with a 

“precision and scale nearly impossible with a camera” (Scott 160).  In theatre, we might 

call Pixar’s films immersive.  Scott cites Pixar’s ability to achieve “impossible scale”: 
 
Much as widescreen cinema altered the scale of perception, making it possible to 
perceive minute details and epic grandness, digitalization has made possible the 
careful construction of a cinema of impossible scale—and for the creation of an 
atmosphere that is graphically “clean” and carefully controlled down to the most 
microscopic, barely perceptible detail. (153) 

When I think of Pixar’s use of scale as an engagement tactic, I think of the Pixar 

short, Partly Cloudy.  It opens with a flock of storks in a pink-peach sunset, each carrying 

a cloth bundle.  Stork after stork delivers packages to window and doorsteps, revealing 

kittens, puppies and even a small human baby.  They fly away in a perfect V back into a 

vast sky full of clouds. Again, stork after stork lands on a cloud, revealing the pink-peach 

and puffy cloud creatures who create these adorable infants. We see a sky full of laughter 

and perfect pairs - cloud creatures and storks.  Until the frame shifts down to a single 

dark grey cloud and its battered and bruised stork, who’s relationship becomes the focus 

of the short film. In this story, the contrast been the vast world of the other clouds and the 

intimate relationship between this one cloud and one stork pulls me  in as an adult 

audience member.  There is an aesthetic tension created between the contrast of the vast 

world and this small, intimate part of it. One of the big challenges I posed to myself in 
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undertaking this project was how to achieve both epic and intimate scale in our 

production of Raise the Moon-- how to create epic scale in small rehearsal studio with 

two performers.  

PIXAR’S SPECTACLE: TRANSFORMATION AND NOSTALGIA 

Another of the powers behind Pixar’s work is that it’s digitally rendered, but 

moves beyond the artificial. Film scholar Ellen Scott cites this daring to create the 

digitally imperfect as a key in Pixar’s successful adult engagement and critical acclaim: 
 
The decision of Pixar to mirror the techniques of the cinema—to render things not 
in perfect focus but to invent in the realm of the digital blurry focus, shadow and 
darkness, is an important part of the emotional and philosophical make-up of 
these films, and links Pixar with “sophisticated” cinema, making it a part of a 
cinematic canon in ways that marginalized animation has rarely been. (153) 

The imperfect in Pixar’s work might be what elevates this film company in the eyes of 

audience and critics - the texture, lights, and details make it feel real and nuanced.  I think 

of the introductory scenes of Pixar’s Wall-E as a clear example of this blurred, imperfect 

focus. The air is hazy and the bright, intense sun is diffused through the dust.  As the 

robot hero cleans up piles of garbage and collects treasures from the trash, we see him in 

a series of shots with out-of-focus rubble and rubbish in the foreground.  This blurry 

material through which we see the main character gives viewers a feeling of spying, 

much like filming in nature documentaries, which creates a kind of visual irony - this 

scripted, digitally animated film, is reminiscent of a type of filmmaking built on realistic 

observation of nature.  There’s a transformative, almost cheeky playfulness in the way 

Pixar uses its advanced, complex technology to create something that looks low-tech and 

natural.   
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Media Studies scholar, Colleen Montgomery, cites a scene in Toy Story 2 as an 

example of this high tech creating low tech. She describes the scene where Woody sees 

his origin story on an old 1950s marionette show.  The black and white, “grainy, washed-

out aesthetic” of the fake show is impeccably rendered.  Montgomery argues, “The 

sequence romanticizes low-tech, anachronistic media, yet simultaneously exploits and 

exhibits the aesthetic/representational versatility of digital rendering software” (9). 

Montgomery links this romanticism of old-school technology and filmmaking to a feeling 

of nostalgia, a wistful affection for the past. Film scholar Ellen Scott agrees, “Nostalgia is 

one of the central pleasures of the Pixar films, which not only focus on “classic,” vintage 

objects (the world worn, low-tech WALL-E and his collection of ephemera, and timeless 

classic toys in Toy Story), but also on a nostalgia for Hollywood” (Scott 153). 

Montgomery theorizes that this use of nostalgia by Pixar (and its parent company Disney) 

“can be interpreted as a marketing strategy to attract a broader audience beyond 

animation’s (and especially Disney-produced animation’s) traditional child/family 

demographic” (12).    

What’s exciting about this visual irony is that it aligns inversely with what my 

collaborator and performer in Raise the Moon calls my aesthetic, “high-tech, low-tech” 

(Lina, Interview). In my work, I aim to take everyday, low-tech, items and transform 

them in ways that are surprising and I hope invoke curiosity. In designing Raise the 

Moon, I leaned into the surprising visual irony hoping that the transformation and clever 

reuse of familiar, low-tech items would delight and engage my adult audience members. I 

wondered if in creating a world with these high-tech, low-tech elements of visual irony, I 

would invoke a similar sense of nostalgia.  
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SET DESIGN: BUILDING A VISUAL WORLD 

The inspiration for Raise the Moon was an image: the moon on a pulley. I love 

science and games, so I was taken with the idea of playing with the physics of a moon on 

a pulley tied to the toe of a performer. When the performer raised her toe, the moon 

would lower.  From the beginning, the aesthetics of the Girl and the moon were clear.  I 

knew that it would be a battery operated globe with a rope running through a pulley and 

tied to a barefooted toe. The rest of the show was a big question mark.   

 I knew the mechanics of the moon, but figuring out the mechanics of the tide 

literally stopped rehearsal. In my journal, I reflect, “What is the tide?” repeatedly.  Chad, 

Lina, and I spent our entire second rehearsal experimenting with the mechanism of the 

tide.  It was a frustrating rehearsal. We left with the thought that the tide would perhaps 

move in and out as contrast to the up and down of the moon.  Our mock-up of the rigging 

for the tide was a complicated mess of ropes that ran through the audience and were 

attached to fabric that swept (less than gracefully) across the floor. It was an awkward 

half-solution, not just because of the complications that arise when you have moving 

ropes dragging through your audience.   But it didn’t capture the possibilities of 

“impossible scale” that I saw in Pixar’s work. The ocean holds the potential for both epic 

and intimate experiences -- the scope of the sea and how alone one can feel looking out 

with no sign of shore on the other side. I wanted the audience to be divided, many even 

surrounded by the sea.  

Out of desperation, on a day we didn’t have rehearsal, Lina and I took a trip to the 

hardware store.  I sketched an irregularly shaped hoop on my hand and walked out with 

copper pipes, more rope, and another pulley.   
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Illustration 1: Initial Sketch of Hoop for the Tide 

We ended up with a 12’ x 12’ octagon of copper pipe with a rope tied to each 

joint, each rope rose to meet at a single rope running through a pulley, which moved in 

opposition to the moon.  When the moon was high, the tide was low and vice versa. 

 

Figure 2: Tide Design 
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There was an element of epic scale within the size of the hoop. The 12’ octagon 

took up most of the space in the small rehearsal room in which we performed.  Some of 

the audience would sit inside the hoop while others would sit outside.  When it would rise 

to high tide, I imagined water separating the two parts of the audience, hoping to replicate 

the feeling being across an ocean from one another. The obvious choice for creating 

water was the fabric that I purchased, but I wanted to innovate, to create something that 

transformed the space in an unexpected way.  In rehearsal, we discovered that the 

audience needed to be able to see through the ‘water.’  I developed a loose macramé 

technique, creating 120’ of blue, turquoise, and green irregular fishing net that hung from 

the hoop.  When the Boy with the Tide pulled on the rope, it raised the circle from the 

floor, revealing layers of knotted yarn and twine, which swayed and moved like water in 

the sea. I was pleased with the aesthetic of this large-scale hoop with its macramé ocean, 

contrasted by the intimacy of being surrounded by yarn and anxiously awaited audience 

response to the design of the tide. 
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Illustration 2: Rehearsal Version of the Water in the Tide 

LIGHTING THE SKY AND THE SEA 

I think of lights as theatre’s secret ingredient.  It’s the element that unites the 

performers with the costumes and the set. My favorite part of a tech rehearsal is when the 

unforgiving fluorescent work lights are turned off. There’s a momentary blackout.  Then, 

suddenly with stage lights everything belongs.  Danielle Feinberg, Pixar’s Director of 

Photography for Lighting, describes this moment in her work as when “suddenly the 

world comes to life as if it's an actual place that exists” (00:02:27). The majesty of 

Pixar’s work is often credited to their ability to manipulate light and shadows in their 

digital worlds.    
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Illustration 3: Lighting in Raise the Moon 

Lighting was an area where I thought a lot about epic and intimate scale. Thinking 

of nostalgia and transformation and as a secret nod to Pixar’s logo (which includes a desk 

lamp in place of the letter ‘i’), I lit the show with desk and floor lamps connected to a 

simple dimmer. The performance space was a relatively small room lit by pedestrian 

lamps which had an intimate feel, but also inside that room was the moon, the sea--a 

whole sky and ocean. To create an expansive and epic feeling to the space, I included a 

laser star projector to indicate the sky and a rotating water light to establish the ripples of 

the ocean waves.  The star projector peppered one half of the room with small blue ‘stars’ 

that twinkled as the performers moved in front of them. Against the cool blue stars, the 
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moon (a painted paper lantern with battery operated lights) was warm and bright.  On the 

other side of the room, blue and green light rippled and rotated inside of the hoop.  The 

marine colors in the yarn were enhanced by the blue and green light.  The desk and floor 

lamps provided a warm, gentle glow that made the whole room feel cozy and 

intimate.   My hope was that the combination of everyday lamps and simple, but beautiful 

effects would transform the room and transport the audience.   

MUSIC AS SPECTACLE 

When researching spectacle in Pixar’s work, music as spectacle wasn’t on my 

list.  I considered music only out of necessity, as most of our performance was wordless 

and physical.  Much of the theatre for the very young I have seen and in which I have 

participated has included a live musician or musical performer, so the presence of a live 

sound stemmed from tradition in theatre for the very young rather than from Pixar. I 

chose to have all of the music and sound used in Raise the Moon performed live with all 

sounds and music living inside of the world we were creating visually.   I used Foley 

effects to create the sounds of the world and a cello to complete the musical world of the 

show. The tide was accompanied by an ocean drum, which is a large closed round drum 

with small steel beads inside.  As the drum is tilted from side to side, the beads roll 

replicating the sound of rolling and crashing waves. In the storm that occurs in the show, 

the sounds of thunder were created by a thunder drum, an open tube with a spring 

attached to a drum skin on one side.  As the drum is shaken, the spring vibrates making 

the sound of thunder. The live soundscape helped to complete the world of the show and 

fill in and compliment the visual story of the production.   

Music for Raise the Moon was played by a single cellist, added during the second 

half of the rehearsal process. Dave, the cellist only attended one meeting and one 
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rehearsal before we performed.  He created variations and riffs off of a sea-shanty 

inspired tune I hummed to him over voicemail after our meeting. In reviewing my 

reflective journal, I realized that I never mentioned music. It’s interesting to note that in 

the research into theatre for the very young that I have done for this thesis, I find little 

writing about the use of music. Yet, I discovered that there’s spectacle in live music and 

when I saw (and heard) how it changed our show, I suspected that it would increase the 

perceived quality of the production by adult audiences.  

My first big lesson in reviewing audience feedback came from the audience’s 

response to the music and sound.  It was by far the part of spectacle in Raise the Moon 

that received the least amount of attention by the production team, and yet each group 

interviewed cited that the use of cello and live music added to the immersive world of the 

play. One audience member shared about the space, “It was very comfortable. I don’t 

know, I just felt at home.  Soothing, very soothing.  I love that you picked the cello 

because it’s a very expressive instrument.  And it was like the cello, in parts, was telling 

the story between the actors” (Audience Interview A). Though added at the last moment 

of rehearsal, the cello became a crucial part of the experience and the story for the 

audience.  Based on the audience interviews, the live music was part of the spectacle, 

“The cello had a repeating motif based on the character, the tide was lower in pitch 

compared to the moon, so there was a coupling for me of image and sound” (Audience 

Interview B).  Another audience member added about their impression of the show, “I 

was really aware of the environment.  I mean in all the sensory ways, the lights, the 

sound, I was fortunate enough to be right near the cello and the rain sound, so how 

visceral the environment was” (Audience Interview A).  Despite the lack of attention I 
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paid to music in Raise the Moon, the audience certainly paid addition to the music as 

spectacle.  

An unintentional element of the sound design was the squeaky moon pulley.   

Every time the rope passed through the pulley attached to the moon, it made a high-

pitched, grating squeak.  In our final dress rehearsal, Lina asked me if I was going to fix 

that.  I replied that I didn’t think it would be noticeable, but that I would add it to the 

list.  In the rush of getting everything together, this little detail slipped through the 

cracks.  As I sat at the dimmer and sound station watching the show for the first time with 

an audience, I heard the squeak and felt a sense of doom. It was so loud, even with the 

cello; it was all I could focus on.  I noticed audience members looking at the pulley, not 

at the moon.  I was ready to hear a lot of comments about the pulley in the post show 

interviews, and I was right.  Many adult audience members mentioned that pulley.  They 

were kind, but I suspect many adult audience members hated that squeaky pulley with its 

fingernails on chalkboard sound.  My favorite conversation happened between five 

audience members:  
 
AUDIENCE MEMBER ONE: [...] the squeakiness of this pulley was really 
interesting.  I was really into it until the last third and then I was like, uhhh, the 
pulley. 
AUDIENCE MEMBER TWO: Yep. 
AUDIENCE MEMBER THREE: Yep. 
AUDIENCE MEMBER FOUR: Yep.  
AUDIENCE MEMBER FIVE: Yes, I was into it and then I was not into it 
anymore. (Audience Interview B) 

Among audience members attending the show without a young person, the noise of the 

pulley was annoying and distracting. Yet, one outlier appreciated the pulley for a 

surprising reason-- because her son enjoyed it. She said it was one of her favorite parts of 

the show, explaining:  
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I’m serious, the squeaky pulley. I mean to me, that’s a squeaky wheel, oh my god, 
but to him, he doesn’t know that’s nails on a chalkboard and he loved it.  And it 
got him to watch the moon. [...]  So he loved it and it turned that squeak into 
something that was enjoyable for me. His age [9 months] does not look up, unless 
there is a noise that draws his attention. (Audience Interview B)  

 
I find it both comforting and dangerous that an adult audience member’s opinions change 

based on the feelings of their child.  It’s comforting in that she gave forgiveness for a 

mistake in the performance and left herself open to have her opinion shift.  Yet, it also 

feels dangerous because I worry about the precedent set when an adult audience member 

will tolerate something annoying simply because their child enjoys it.  I feel that leaves 

open the excuse that if kids like we as artists don’t have to push further.  

ASSESSING ENGAGEMENT 

After each performance, we invited audience members to participate in casual 

group interviews about their experience.  My initial intention was to speak with both 

adult and youth audience members, however our audiences ended up being mostly adult 

attendees.  Of around 40 total audience members, less than 10 were young people, all 

under the age of three, mostly preverbal.  One young person answered only one 

question.  When asked what he thought his mom liked about the show, our two-and-a-

half-year-old audience member responded, “My show” (Audience Interview B). Even in 

an audience full of adults, this young audience member knew this show was for him.   

This section of the thesis presents what I learned from our adult audience 

members about their experience in the show, seeking to answer the question about how 

spectacle engages adult audience members in theatre for the very young.  Adult audience 
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members responded to the transformative and immersive environment and the value of 

having a soothing midday art experience.  

Many audience members shared that they were engaged by the transformation of 

the space. My data suggests that performing in a nontraditional space that became an 

immersive environment was engaging for adult audience members.  Many of them 

mentioned the transformation of the space:  
 
It kind of felt transformative, almost like were underwater or some different 
world.  It was cool.  It was like I was a kid and I went into a planetarium.  It was 
almost planetarium-ish.  I knew it was going to be interesting when you walked 
in, the environment felt so interesting and inviting. (Audience Interview A) 

We performed in a rehearsal studio in the education building at ZACH Theatre.  Most 

audience members were familiar with the space, either working at ZACH Theatre or 

regularly seeing shows in their spaces.  Being familiar with the space before attending the 

show seemed to add to the surprise and engagement in the transformation. One person 

cited that the surprise of that transformation was what drew him into the world of the 

play: 
 
[…] I didn’t realize it was going to be as environmental as this, so that was a 
surprise. I didn’t expect that I would be so taken.  So these are the surprises.  I 
don’t really know that I had an expectation, but the design of this is both so 
simple, elegant, and absolutely communicative of the space we’re here for.  The 
simple elements all put together so beautifully.  That was the piece I didn’t 
expect. (Audience Interview A) 

This audience member attended the show with his 8-month-old daughter.  It’s worth 

noting that he was surprised by the design, but also surprised at being drawn in at all. He 

didn’t expect that he would be engaged in this performance.  Ellen Scott notes that one of 

Pixar’s tricks in audience engagement is that adults attending films intended for young 

audiences have their guards down not expecting to be engaged.  She writes about a 
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particularly suspenseful sequence in Pixar’s Toy Story 3, which has a more impact in the 

G-rated Pixar film than it might in an R-rated adult action movie, “In R-rated movies, 

with our guards raised carefully along lines particular to genre, we do not bring such 

vulnerabilities to the cinema” (161). It’s exciting to consider that we might be able to 

engage and potentially move adults more deeply because they are not expecting to be 

included or engaged.  

In designing Raise the Moon, I aimed to engage adults by creating both epic and 

intimate scale--the impossible scale of Pixar’s animation.  My intentions were to use 

scenery, lights, and sound to create a space that was cozy and intimate, but that 

encompassed an entire sky and ocean. No audience member specifically mentioned scale 

as engaging.  One audience member did mention a desire for a larger space in order to 

create tension between the two characters, his friend replied, “My imagination does that, 

it really feels like there is a separation [between the moon and the sea]” (Audience 

Interview B).  I wonder what might happen to the scale of the piece if we did perform in a 

larger space. We might lose the intimacy created, but could perhaps gain more of the 

impossible scale for which we aimed.  

While no audience member mentioned scale specifically, they did mention the 

immersive experience and the sense of coziness and intimacy.  “I liked the way they kind 

of danced around the stage and were supremely fluid and making the space feel fluid 

because we were in the middle of the water and the middle of the sky” (Audience 

Interview B).  One audience member noted that calm, coziness of the space impacted 

how she behaved, “Even like walking in here, I felt like I was tiptoeing in, like I didn’t 

want to barge in with heavy footsteps, it was more we’re going to be in our library voices 

and I’m going to be gentle with the things around me” (Audience Interview A).  She was 
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so taken with space that it impacted the way she interacted with the others and objects 

around her.  

One of my core beliefs in embarking on this project is the power of artistic 

experiences.  I hoped that by engaging adult audiences, they would be personally 

touched, moved, and/or entertained.  All people, young and old, deserve quality theatre 

that engages them.  Many of the audience members expressed enjoying the show.  What 

was interesting about their responses was when talking about the visual images that stuck 

with them from the show, several audience members mentioned enjoying the soothing 

environment in combination with the time of day and length of the show,  “It’s 10:00am 

and now I have these glorious images that are just going to be with me for the rest of my 

day.  And I love that” (Audience Interview A).  Another audience member likened it to 

visiting a museum, “When I was studying abroad, there was this museum that was on my 

way home.  From time to time, I would just pop in for 10 minutes and then go. It was that 

feeling of a little injection but it’s so meaningful” (Audience Interview B). Another 

audience member concurred, “I think to have just a 25 minute short, beautiful thing and 

then be able to go on with the rest of your day and not take a chunk out of your day.  It 

feels very easy to engage.  It’s very encouraging and delightful” (Audience Interview B). 

Their engagement was impacted by the space in combination with the length of the show 

and time of day:  
 
I mean honestly, I got a lot out of it being in the space.  Especially in the middle 
of my day, my work day, and basically to come into the space, it was very 
soothing very serene in here and the soundscape, the sound is exactly that, so I 
think it was appropriate for an adult and appropriate for the littles too. (Audience 
Interview A).  

 I find this interesting because I often hear as an argument against producing TVY that 

small audiences and short shows aren’t a money-making model.  However, adults noted 
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the short length of the show as a value.  It’s worth considering that with the busy 

schedule of adults, especially busy adult caregivers, they might appreciate concision in 

artistic experiences.  How can we build intimacy and brevity as assets, not deterrents, to 

producing work for our youngest young audiences? 

CONCLUSION: BUILDING A REPUTATION 

In this paper and project, I’m investigating what Theatre for the Very Young artists might 

learn about grown-up engagement from Pixar.  I selected Pixar because of my own 

experiences of engagement with Pixar’s work and because of their reputation of high 

quality work, particularly their ability to create visually sweeping and detailed worlds, 

which is something I value.  One of my questions for audience members was about their 

motivation to see the show.  What made them come see Raise the Moon?  I was surprised 

to learn that most audience members responded to this question by referencing my 

reputation as a designer. One audience members shared, “I came because I’ve seen Becca 

Drew’s work and the quality of work she produces so I knew it would be of a certain 

quality,” and another shared, “We knew from Becca that it would be visually arresting” 

(Audience Interview B). In my three years working in the UT Austin and ZACH Theatre 

community, I have tried to push the boundaries and expectations of audiences.  I’ve 

invested time into relationships and to creating quality work.  Like Pixar, my reputation 

of making visually stimulating work is a tool to build and engage audiences.  My big 

takeaway from this study of spectacle is to continue to be fussy about the way things look 

because adult audience members pay attention to and place value on visual storytelling.  
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Chapter Four: Valuing the Work in Making Magic 

I set out in this project to examine grown-up engagement, asking questions about 

what artists who make theatre for young audiences, particularly theatre for the very 

young, might learn from the adults who bring young people to the theatre.  I wondered 

how we might engage grown-ups more fully as audience members and I started this 

project with the suspicion that if adult caregivers are better engaged, young people might 

then have more frequent and/or richer experiences with live performance.  To learn about 

grown-up engagement, I researched the successful intergenerational appeal of animated 

films from Pixar studios, curious about what theatre artists might learn about storytelling 

and audience engagement from this production studio’s films, screenwriters, and the 

media scholars who study them.  

My research question asked what adult audience members expected, experienced, 

and valued about Raise the Moon, a play developed for young people and adults to 

experience together.  What I learned most in this process centers on that last verb in my 

question: value.  From Pixar and our adult audience, I learned the value of balance in 

storytelling, finding the right proportion of clarity and space for multiple interpretations 

in plot, dialogue, and physical storytelling.  In attempting to craft a story that was loose 

and open, we lost the drive and inner desire of characters that make Pixar’s storytelling so 

compelling.   I discovered that production values matter.  Investing in high quality visual 

storytelling creates a sense of trust in audiences for Pixar which I saw echoed in my 

audience responses from acquaintances and colleagues who were familiar with the visual 

quality I strive for in my work.  In addition to high quality visual spectacle, I discovered 

that my audience placed high value on live music, an element that in the future I will give 

more time and intention. From interviewing adults in the audience of Raise the Moon, I 
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learned that the grown-ups attending the show value an intimate, meditative experience, 

and adults, especially busy adult caregivers, often appreciate concision in artistic 

experiences.  Intimacy and brevity seem to be assets in producing work for our youngest 

young audiences and the big people who care for them.  

In this chapter, I acknowledge the limitations of this study and present areas of 

further research and curiosity that arise from these challenges. I conclude with reflections 

on some tensions in my research around where audiences and theatre artists place value 

in seeing and making work for the very young. I relate these tensions in value to my 

continued work on Raise the Moon and how my research might apply to other artists 

making theatre for young people (and their grown-ups).  

RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS  

As a multi-disciplinary artist who works across a variety of mediums, I am 

accustomed to working on a production from multiple angles and considering 

performances from a variety of entry points.  I view this range of perspectives as an 

advantage on most projects and endeavors.  And yet, I found the greatest limitation to this 

study was rooted within the sheer number of roles I played in producing Raise the 

Moon.  I served as playwright, director, scenographer, Foley artist, light board operator, 

front of house coordinator, and researcher. This hands-on approach offered me a great 

deal of ownership over the process, but split my focus while writing and directing the 

show and collecting data.  My data was originally intended to include a video recording 

of the audience during the performance.  My role as house manager distracted me in my 

first performance and I failed to hit record on either camera.  The second performance 

was recorded, but my desire as lighting designer to make the space dark and intimate 

made observing the audience in the videos impossible. They are too dark to use.  In future 
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research, I will find the balance between dark/intimate and light enough for video 

recording. 

It should also be noted that our sample size was small. With only two 

performances, we had about 40 adult audience members and around six young people 

attend the performance.  Most of those attending were familiar with either my work or me 

and most attend theatre regularly on their own or with their families.  Further research 

into grown-up engagement might invite an audience with more diverse social groups and 

interests.  I did not collect identifying information about my participants, but it would be 

useful for our field to consider that grown-up engagement will probably look different 

within diverse social, economic, and cultural settings.  For example, my audience, who 

were adults able to attend a performance (either on their own or with their children) on a 

Friday morning between 10-12 pm, valued the short, intimate experience.  Further 

research would be necessary to examine if other audiences would value this brevity, 

especially if paying to attend such a production.  

I’m curious after this study about how to research interactions between adult 

audience members and young people during a performance.   Our performance did not 

invite audience participation, yet much of Theatre for the Very Young involves an 

element of audience interaction.  I would be curious how the adult experience shifts when 

asked to more directly participate in the experience.   Further research might examine the 

experience of audience members in more interactive theatre or invite conversations 

between youth and adult audience members, truly examining intergenerational 

interactions. 
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VALUING EDUCATION 

From audience responses, I was surprised that one of the elements most valued in 

the experience was that the show was perceived as educational for young people because 

audience members interpreted the story as teaching about the relationship between the 

moon and the tide.  This was surprising because we intentionally did not represent the 

reality of the way the real moon and tide interact.  We didn’t intend for Raise the Moon to 

be about the real science of the moon and the tide, mostly because the actual science of 

the moon and the tide, the physics of it, is extremely complex and complicated.  I made a 

clear and pointed decision not to have this play be about the science and not to worry 

about it being accurate, but adults were so certain that it was! 

In the early stages of development, I did some initial and very confusing research 

into the physics of the relationship between the moon and the tide.  It is very complicated. 

pretty good  with science,  and yet it’s not worth trying to distill my understanding of 

science in this document.  I have two pages in my reflective journal that document my 

unkind feelings toward moon/tide physics.  I made a pointed decision to ignore the actual 

scientific relationship between the moon and the tide for our show.  Instead, we invented 

the simple relationship between the moon and the tide in our world: When the moon is 

high, the tide is low and when the moon is low, the tide is high.   

We intentionally ignored the science of the moon and the tide and yet, many 

audience members praised the show for its scientific accuracy.  One audience member 

offered, “I love that there was an element of real applicable science to it too.  That the 

ocean and the moon are related to each other. It was a very beautiful and clever, creative 

way to take that concept and make it a story, but I thought it was cool that there was 

actually like a factual basis to it too” (Audience Interview B). Another patron confidently 
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asserted the show was “about teaching people the connection between the rising of the 

moon.  Those two pieces of information.  The tide and the moon” (Audience Interview 

A). Another audience member added, “From an educational side, it’s nice too because 

they’re learning how the moon is tied to the tides, but they don’t realize they’re making 

that connection at that early of an age” (Audience Interview A).   

This perception of scientific accuracy troubles me because the audience placed 

value on the seemingly educational aspect of the play, which was incorrect and 

unintentional. They also described their own artistic experience, but the value was placed 

on the educational aspects.  I worry about theatre for youth, especially theatre for the very 

young only being of value if it is developmentally or educationally sound.  Certainly in 

development, I considered elements of learning possible within Raise the Moon, the 

repetitive simple language might hone in on specific vocabulary words for our pre-verbal 

audience members, such as ‘high/low, moon/tide’.  I also considered how the show might 

invite young audiences to consider cause and effect within the simple machines (the Boy 

pulls the rope and the tide rises, the Girl lowers her foot and the moon rises, etc.)  I 

considered these, but the heart of the production was not  about developing vocabulary, 

educating about the moon and the tide, or understanding the physics of simple machines. 

Rather, the drive and the heart of Raise the Moon was telling a story creating a world in 

which our audience could share an experience.   

I’m frustrated that adults in our audience assumed the value of Raise the Moon 

was it’s educational content, yet I’m torn because my research asked what grown-ups 

value.   They seem to value an educational element.  I think we would be remiss to ignore 

that some of those adults place value on a piece being scientifically accurate 

or educational.  A tension arises when thinking how to balance educational value and 
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artistry.  This has been a debate in TYA for as long as I have been involved in making 

and teaching theatre to and for young people.  And yet, serendipitously, I can find a 

similar tension in Pixar’s work.  Pixar’s Director of Photography for Lighting, Danielle 

Feinberg recounts in a TED Talk about lighting in Pixar films how the production team 

balances artistry and scientific accuracy, 
 

[...] we're using the science --the physics of water, light and movement --to tether 
that artistic freedom. But we are not beholden to it. We considered each of these 
elements and which ones had to be scientifically accurate and which ones we 
could push and pull to suit the story and the mood. (Danielle Feinberg 00:05:18) 

I find poetry in thinking of science as a tether to keep a story in a familiar world, like a 

moon tied to a toe.  It’s a tether that, like the Girl with her toe tied to the moon, we can 

choose to hold onto or break free.  

VALUING THE PROCESS: TAKING TIME 

There have been moments (entire weeks) in this research and writing process 

where I felt defeated and obsessed over the failures of Raise the Moon.  I never fixed the 

pulley; I should have put more time and intention into the music; I should have noticed 

earlier that the characters lacked inner drive and motivation; I should have known that the 

adults would want it to be educational.  I reflect on this feeling of defeat because I 

suspect this thesis will be read by other MFA candidates, scholars, and artists who might 

feel these same things in their work and process.  My generous thesis advisor, Megan 

Alrutz, reminded me during an advising session that our team had rehearsed, developed, 

staged, designed, built, and performed Raise the Moon in less than six weeks. Six weeks 

to create a fully realized play and production for the very young is ambitious and felt 

impossible at many times in process.  Adding to the feeling of impossibility was the built-
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in comparison in my research: I was trying to achieve Pixar-level storytelling and visual 

spectacle (both!) in six weeks.  

Pixar values the time it takes to make something high quality.  Film writer, 

Anthony Lane, toured Pixar’s animation and production studios.  He observed: 
 
Crafting only a few frames in a day, the company takes its time in constructing its 
narratives and visual aesthetics—time on such a scale that it becomes 
contemplative.  As one Pixar employee put it, ‘the story starts telling you what it 
wants to become.’ The result is a kind of narrative integrity and visual detail of 
tremendous proportions. (Lane 81) 

As I conclude my research on this iteration of Raise the Moon and begin the process of 

revising and rewriting, I can yet again find wisdom in Pixar’s methodology.   As I 

complete this document, I am revising the script and imagining changes in the 

storytelling.  My goal for the next step of development is to invite other storytellers into 

the development process.  I am considering how including a dance/movement specialist 

might propel our physical storytelling.  Inviting collaborators to focus on one single 

element of the story might allow more thoughtful and careful storytelling. In the way that 

Pixar crafts its work frame by frame, I aim to look at each element of our story piece by 

piece, taking time to make intentional choices.  I aim to give Raise the Moon more time 

to become the story that I feel it can be, with time and careful craftsmanship.   

ON MAKING MAGIC 

In the post show interviews, the overwhelming word that adult audience members 

used to describe the show was “magical.” Once audience member shared,  “I was going 

to say magical, it was magical”(Audience Interview A).  With my acquaintances who 

aren’t theatre artists, I sometimes joke that my job is to make magic for babies.  It’s a 

joke that’s a little self-deprecating and an easy way out of a long explanation.  It’s easier 
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to say that I make magic than to try to explain Theatre for the Very Young or immersive 

theatre at a loud cocktail party or at the gym.  Too many times, I’ve attempted to clarify 

for people that babies aren’t performing in my work, rather it’s for the babies.  Joking 

that I make magic is easier than explaining the scholarship and craft in our field-- the 

extra research required for making theatre for a very specific audience.  It’s easier, but I 

wonder if it’s doing a disservice to my work and our field.  

My hesitation with the word magic springs from an article in The Atlantic from 

2014 about a new university run by Ben Nelson, a brazen entrepreneur aiming to “replace 

(or, when he is feeling less aggressive, ‘reform’) the modern liberal-arts college” (Wood). 

In the article, Wood recounts a conversation Nelson held with a president of a traditional 

university:  
 
[…] and [Nelson] found the man’s view of education, in a word, faith-based. ‘He 
said the reason elite university education was so great was because you take an 
expert in the subject, plus a bunch of smart kids, you put them in a room and 
apply pressure—and magic happens,’ Nelson told me, leaning portentously on 
that word. ‘That was his analysis. They’re trying to sell magic! Something that 
happens by accident! It sure didn’t happen when I was an undergrad.’ (Wood, 
emphasis theirs) 

I disagree with how Nelson frowns on the word magic, since I do use the word 

myself and believe that there is a little bit of the mysterious that sometimes happens in art 

or in the rehearsal room.  Yet, I worry that by encouraging the use of the word magic to 

describe our work, we are cutting ourselves short of the attention, intention, and precision 

we put into our art.  The immersive environment created for this show might have felt 

magical, but that did not happen by mere chance or accident.  It was constructed. I 

wonder how our credibility in the field and in the world might change if we allowed 

descriptions of our work to include the depth and detail that we put into them.  We might 
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get less “It was cute.” (Audience Interview B) and perhaps have more audience members 

who describe our shows like this, “The evocation of night was very strong throughout, 

[...] not a scary night, but a poetic, the beauty and mystery of night, is what I saw” 

(Audience Interview A).  We might highlight and place value on the artistry, integrity, 

and intention in work created for the youngest of audiences (and the big people who 

bring them to the theatre).  

CONCLUSION 

Theatre for Young Audiences and Theatre for the Very Young serve an 

intergenerational audience.  I will always place value on the experience and engagement 

of the young people in the audience.  However, after this study of grown-up engagement, 

I will also value the experience of the adults in the audience.  In researching adult 

audience member’s experience in Raise the Moon, I learned that adult audience members 

value abstraction and space for multiple interpretation that is balanced with clarity and 

palpable motivations for characters.  My passion for innovative visual storytelling was 

confirmed by the engagement sparked by the design of Raise the Moon. Production 

values matter to adult audiences. I discovered the value adults place on live music and 

soothing atmosphere.   

I began this study with three suspicions about the value of engaging adult 

audience members.  First, I believed in the power of theatre as an artistic experience. I 

hoped the adult audience members in this project would be personally touched, moved, 

and/or entertained.  I discovered that theatre artists making work for young people have 

an opportunity to catch adult audience members off guard because they are not entering 

the room expected to be moved or engaged in work made for young people.  Theatre 

makers have an opportunity to surprise, delight, and engage adult audience 
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members.  Second, I believed that an engaged audience of adults opens up the 

opportunity for deeper connections with their children, a demonstration of the value in 

shared experience.  I hoped that by connecting and engaging with adults in the audience, 

conversations between generations might emerge.  We didn’t observe any direct 

conversations or connections with young people and their caregivers, but there was rich 

dialogue happening between the adults and the artists in our interviews.  Our adult 

audience members made connections to adult themes and their personal 

experience.  Finally, I suspected if adults enjoyed seeing theatre with their children, they 

would come to the theatre more, creating new and sustained opportunities for young 

people to see theatre.  This is a long-term goal that cannot be studied or documented in 

this thesis.  Instead am excited to position it as a challenge, a career goal that I am excited 

to pursue. 

To conclude this document, I end with a couple of invitations. I invite my other 

TVY and TYA theatre makers, scholars, and artists to consider and value the adults in 

their audience the way we value our young audiences.  I invite theatre makers to show 

and share the work that goes into making theatre for this intergenerational audience—to 

talk about their research and practice so that our audiences will see beyond the magic 

onstage.   

There is already so much great work in TYA and TVY--work that pushes, 

engages, and surprises its intergenerational audience. When I see great theatre for young 

people, I see what I learned in this research project. I see high quality visual storytelling, 

innovative transformation of materials, and often an element of live music. Great theatre 

for young people often includes both clarity and space for multiple interpretations, it 

includes characters with strong inner drives and is full of surprising story twists.  I invite 
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my fellow scholars, theatre makers, and artists to look up when they are in theatre 

lobbies, to open their doors to the gatekeepers, and to consider other enemies they might 

befriend—to ask what would happen if we positioned these adversaries as friends.  
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Appendix A: Production Poster 
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Appendix B: Photographs from the Development of Raise the Moon 
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Appendix C: Selections from the Script of Raise the Moon 

Draft from October 2016, script has since been revised based on findings. 

 
  

Raise the Moon  
a play for the very young 
imagined by Rebecca Drew Ramsey  
 

 
 
Part One: The Girl with the Moon 
 
We see the girl enter the space with a telescope, pausing and looking at the moon. She performs the ritual of 
tying the moon to her toe, looking between the moon and her foot with her spyglass/telescope. 
 
GIRL: Once there was a girl who a was tied to the moon.   
 
The girl celebrates being tied to the moon.  She explores her relationship to it, When she is low, the moon is 
high.  When she is high, the moon is low.  The girl loves the moon. She playfully taps her toe/raises her foot 
so that the moon dances in the sky. She plays and dances in the light of the moon.  There is hide and seek as 
she goes down and the moon goes up.  She loves the moon.  She laughs, wild and excited!  Finally she settles 
on the top of the scaffolding.  The Moon is LOW.  She looks through her spyglass/telescope at the moon and 
discovers the audience, then the ocean, and then her brother, the Boy. 
 
GIRL: Once there was a girl who a was tied to the moon.   
 
Part Two: The Boy with the Tide 
 
BOY: And a boy who pulled in the Tide. 
 
The Boy pulls the rope attached to the big circle of the tide. He struggles at first, it is heavy.  Eventually he 
finds his rhythm and strength.  He takes great pride in his task.  He loves the tide.  He dips his toe in the 
water, exploring it.   
 
BOY: (with great pride) Once there was a boy who pulled in the Tide.  
 
Part Three: The Rules of the Game 
 
GIRL: And a girl who was tied to the Moon.  (let the games begin) When the Moon was LOW… 
 
She indicates the position of the Moon. 
 
BOY: The Tide was HIGH. 
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He adjusts the tide. He is not as fast as she is... 
 
GIRL: But when the Moon was HIGH 
 
She quickly scrambles up the scaffolding.  She is fast, she is beginning to realize how fast! 
 
BOY: The Tide was LOW.  
 
He adjusts the tide. He is not as fast as she is...and he’s beginning to see that. 
 
GIRL: High. 
BOY: Low 
 
GIRL: Low 
BOY: High 
 
GIRL: Once there was a girl who was tied to the Moon. 
BOY: And a boy who pulled in the Tide. 
 
GIRL: Low 
BOY: High 
 
GIRL: High. 
BOY: Low 
 
GIRL: Moon. 
BOY: Tide. 
 
GIRL: Once there was a girl who was tied to the Moon. 
BOY: And a boy who pulled in the Tide. 
 
They play back and forth with these word pairs.  She is the leader of the game, fast and wild.  A little sister, 
she revels in his struggle to keep up with her..  He may not start a “HIGH” or a “LOW.”  She is relentless in her 
power.   He is frustrated, but joyful.   
 
She grows tired of the game, settling on her tower to watch the waves. 
 
GIRL: Once there was a girl who was tied to the Moon. 
BOY: And a boy who pulled in the Tide. 
 
GIRL: When the Moon was LOW… 
BOY: The Tide was HIGH. 
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She settles on her tower, perhaps swinging the Moon low to the ground.  
 
Part Four: The Boy Can Swim 
 
GIRL: Once there was a girl who was tied to the Moon. 
 
He does something new.  He secures the Tide rope to a weight or ties off the rope.  The Tide stays HIGH on 
its own.  He doesn’t have to hold it.   
 
BOY: And a boy who pulled in the Tide. 
 
He preps himself, stretching and warming up his body before he JUMPS IN THE WATER with a great splash! 
 
The splash catches her attention.  She watches through her telescope. 
 
The boy can swim!  He dances in and out of the circle Tide.  He swims several laps around the audience 
outside the circle, then laps inside the circle.  He is joyful and carefree for the first time.  He does a 
headstand, pretending to be upside down under the water!  He swims again, playfullying trying out fancy 
synchronized swimming moves until finally he jumps out of the water.  
 
BOY: Once there was a boy who pulled in the Tide. 
 
GIRL: And a girl who was tied to the Moon. 
 
Part Five: The Girl is Tied 
 
GIRL: Low 
BOY: High 
 
GIRL: Moon. 
BOY: Tide. 
 
Girl climbs down from her tower, curious about the water...As she climbs down, the Moon floats up and the 
Boy adjusts the Tide. She looks at him annoyed and maybe a little desperate. 
 
He indicates the Moon... 
 
BOY: High  
 
She realizes the relationship. 
 
GIRL: Low 
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